Office 365 Management
A single platform for total visibility and control.

Office 365 management platform
Nova is a platform of integrated services for Office 365 management. Whether you have one tenant or
thousands, Nova enables you to gain deeper operational control and visibility of your environment, while
removing a significant load from IT through sophisticated automation, delegation, and policy control in
one interface.

Actionable visibility at every level
to deliver full control and platform
stability
By integrating five crucial management areas
into one platform, Nova transforms insights into
action with the click of a button.

Reporting and analytics
Detailed Office 365 analytics for monitoring
service adoption, license management, mail
flow, security settings, permissions, storage
optimization, and so much more.

Adoption
Build a tailored adoption campaign with Adoption
Accelerator. Detailed usage insights enable you to
identify and target those who need help.

Security, auditing and compliance
Protect your Office 365 environment with powerful
auditing and on-event alerting: prevent, detect and
investigate threats, and achieve GDPR compliance.

Delegation and policy control
Granular role-based access control and
delegated rights, with preconfigured and custom
management actions.

Service monitoring
Office 365 workload availability monitoring,
using robots deployed on-premises to assess user
experience and pinpoint issues.

Cloud Migration
Powerful tenant migration solution offering
industry-leading speeds for migrating, relocating,
or consolidating Office 365 tenants.

What does this mean?
For Admins…
Users complaining that their
email isn’t working?
Identify whether it’s an issue at user, tenant,
region or Office 365 level with service monitoring.
If it’s an issue within the tenant, use reporting
to drill down into mail traffic performance
organization-wide to further isolate the scope of
the issue that needs addressing.
Users unable to access their
departmental Team in Microsoft Teams?
Check their permissions with detailed reporting
and identify the issue. Rather than firing up
PowerShell, correct their access using delegation
and policy control in the same interface quickly
and efficiently.

For Finance…
Need to know whether you need the top tier
licenses you’re paying for?
Find out with licence reporting. Get a full
usage breakdown for all licence types in your
organization, identify low usage, reallocate
licensing with delegation and policy control, and
avoid unnecessary spend.

For IT Security Managers…

For Helpdesk…

One of your users has lost their mobile device
containing company data. What do you do?
First, wipe the mobile device remotely and secure
the user’s account. Review the audit logs to ensure
there has been no unsanctioned activity on the
user’s account. After the incident is resolved, IT
Security Managers can also take preventative
measures such as enabling MFA, all without the
need for excessive rights in the tenant.

Tickets piling up for simple Office 365
administrative tasks?
Empower Helpdesk to act quickly and efficiently
on routine tasks for faster time to resolution.
Simple tasks can be automated or completed in
bulk, like resetting user passwords, updating user
details, modifying licensing.

Take the next step towards
advanced SaaS Management
Contact us to find out how Nova can
streamline operations, deliver full control
of your environment, and empower your IT
teams to work on processes, rather than
getting tied up in them.
www.quadrotech-it.com/nova

About Quadrotech.
Achieve smarter Office 365 migration, reporting, security, and management
with Quadrotech.
Modernize your outdated email systems with a Quadrotech managed migration
to the cloud or hybrid environment. Grow and adapt your Office 365 tenant(s)
to support structural changes and compliance with a cloud to cloud migration.
Optimize your Office 365 tenant(s) with our reporting, auditing, and delegated
administration tools. Quadrotech works with organizations of all sizes and
industries to make their Microsoft Cloud smarter, secure, and more efficient.
Gain visibility and control of your environment and get more from your IT
investment with our integrated solutions.
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